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Background: In the counseling process, a multi-cultural competence of dispenser is

among the key factors affecting his/her successful communication with patients for

achieving optimal use of medications. For patients to use dispensed drugs appropriately,

it is a must for them to understand the medication related information provided by

the dispenser. Hence, the objective of this study was to identify parameters that likely

affect ambulatory patients’ knowledge of medication(s) provided at the exit of outpatient

pharmacy of Federal Harar Police Hospital, Eastern Ethiopia.

Methods: Cross-sectional study design was employed to conduct this study. An

interview of patients was made at the exit of hospital pharmacy using a semi-structured

questionnaire. The interview tool primarily assessed the knowledge of the patients for a

maximum of three medications provided. Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS),

Version 20.0, was employed for analysis of the data. Chi-squared test was done to

retain parameters with potential to have association; and the retained parameters were

adjusted by performing bivariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses.

Results: The result showed that only 37.2, 33.4 and 28.7% of the patients were able to

recall the name of the drug(s), common side effects, and actions to be taken for missed

doses, respectively. The likelihood of patients’ knowledge for dispensed medications

was high among patients aged 19–39 years (adjusted odds ratio [AOR]: 5.0; 95% CI:

1.04–24.2) and who thought their communication with dispenser had been polite (AOR:

4.62; 95%CI: 1.48–14.4). However, the knowledge status was found low among patients

who were Afan Oromo speakers (AOR: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.35–0.95) and who came from

rural residence (AOR: 0.48; 95% CI: 0.25–0.90).

Conclusion: A high proportion of patients were unable to recall the drug (s) name,

associated common toxicities, and actions to be taken in case of missed dose. In

addition, patients who were at early adulthood and who were positive for the politeness of

dispenser had better exit-knowledge of their medication. Therefore, for the patients’ clear
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understanding of medications provided, it is mandatory to optimize patient–dispenser

communication possibly by adaptingmulti-cultural communication skills and by providing

focused training for dispensers to address factors that likely affect patient-dispenser

interactions.

Keywords: dispensed medications, patient, exit-knowledge, outpatient pharmacy, Federal Harar Police Hospital

INTRODUCTION

Drug dispensing is a process that ends when a patient leaves
drug retail outlets with a defined quantity of medication(s) and
adequate instruction (s) provided on how to use them (1). It is
one of the focal areas that drug use can be promoted in healthcare
system. The way in which drugs are used by the patients is
commonly affected by the overall protocol of dispensers and
information delivered by them during the dispensing process.
The time that the dispenser spends with patients during drug use
process is referred to as dispensing or counseling time which is an
important indicator of the quality of service delivery (2–4); and
this has to be critically considered with regard to the dispenser’s
role and competence in effective patient counseling.

Pharmacists should be engaged in optimizing patient safety
throughout the medication use processes. The role of the
dispensers have been proven to improve several health outcomes
including greater patient safety, better disease and drug therapy
management, more efficient healthcare expenditure, higher
adherence status, and better quality of life (5). Therefore,
patient counseling by dispenser is a key competency element
in the medication treatment process. To this end, it is critical
for the dispensers to provide desirable and understandable
information to patients about their dispensed medications. The
dispenser is in a critical position to answer whatever concerns
and enquiries of patients toward their medications and even
alternate therapeutic approaches they may seek or hear from
others. Counseling should include an evaluation of whether
the information was received as required and that the patient
comprehends how to use the information he/she receives to
improve positive therapeutic outcomes. Appropriate means of
delivering information to patients is also essential to encourage
effective and safe use of medication(s) by them. Accordingly, the
Australian Pharmaceutical Advisory Council outlines the type of
information and resources that should be delivered to patients.
Moreover, list of medicines provided on exit from the healthcare
facility should be prepared in communication and collaboration
with the patient for ease of improving adherence to treatment
regimens and patient outcomes (6–9).

Communication failure between patients and healthcare
providers can lead to gaps in the continuity of the treatment
process. Health professionals are prescribing and dispensing
a large number of medications without providing sufficient
information to the patients. To this end, studies showed that
higher workload of dispensers, defined as the number of
prescriptions dispensed per dispenser working hour led to
increased risk of dispensing a potentially unsafe medication
and unlikely to provide thorough patient counseling about their
dispensed medications (6, 10). In addition, certain patients
are potentially vulnerable to medication errors. These include

patients with specific conditions (e.g., pregnancy, renal, and
hepatic dysfunctions); patients taking multiple medications
prescribed by the same or different professionals; patients with
multiple health problems; patients who are passive about their
own health; patients with dementia (memory problems) and
patients who have communication difficulty, young children, and
patients who do not speak the same language as the dispenser,
are particularly vulnerable to medication errors (6, 11). Studies
that assess the exit-knowledge status of patients toward their
dispensed medication at outpatient setting are very limited
in Ethiopia. Therefore, this study aimed to identify dispenser
and patient related factors that likely affect the knowledge of
ambulatory patients toward medication dispensed at outpatient
pharmacy of Federal Harar Police Hospital (FHPH).

METHODS

Study Area, Design, and Period
This study was conducted at FHPH outpatient pharmacy. The
FHPH is one of the government hospitals found in Harar town
located 526 km away from the capital of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa
to the east. An institution-based cross-sectional study design was
employed to assess the knowledge status of patients served at
the outpatient pharmacy of the hospital from February to April,
2016.

Study Population and Inclusion/Exclusion
Criteria
Ambulatory patients who visited the pharmacy unit of FHPH to
receive medications dispensed to them during the data collection
period were included for the study. Those who were seriously
ill and/or who could not give their consent to participate in the
study were excluded. In addition, due to concerns pertaining to
patients’ retention and recall capability of information in case
of high number of dispensed drugs, those who received four
and more drugs from the pharmacy were not considered for the
interview.

Sample Size Determination and Sampling
Technique
The number of study participants was determined by using
single population proportion formula (Z2

α
pq/d2). For this, alpha

(α) value of 0.05, confidence level (Cl) of 95% and proportion
(p) of 0.50 for knowledge status of patients at the exit of
outpatient pharmacy, and 5%margin of error (d) were employed.
Accordingly, 384 patients were obtained as the exact sample size
of study population was not known in such prospective study and
this number was finally adjusted to 422 patients by adding 10%
for certain methodological non-contingency. During the time of
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data acquisition, convenient sampling technique was employed
to enroll study participants for interview.

Study Variables
Socio-demographic parameters such as age, sex, area of
residence, educational status, ethnicity, and primary language of
communication along with patient-dispenser communication
parameters were considered as explanatory variables. In
addition, patient’s level of exit-knowledge about their dispensed
medication was referred as a key outcome variable. A patient
was assumed to be with adequate exit-knowledge about the
medication(s) dispensed when he/she definitely addressed
two-thirds and more of the necessary knowledge related
questions.

Data Collection Tools and Methods
A customized semi-structured data collection tool was employed
for interviewing the patients during exit from the hospital
pharmacy. Good dispensing practice variables adopted by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the Ethiopian Food,
Medicine and Healthcare Administration and Control Authority
(FMHACA) were considered partly for the preparation of the
questionnaire (12, 13). This tool consisted of patient related
characteristics including age, sex, place of residence, educational
level, occupation, marital status, and type of language spoken,
along with patient-dispensary communication and interaction
parameters that likely affect the knowledge level of how to
take dispensed medications. Accordingly, the tool has two
sections: the first section contained the socio-demographic
and patient-dispenser characteristics; the second part of the
tool addressed the knowledge status of patients about the
medication(s) dispensed to them at exit of hospital pharmacy
(Supplementary Table 1).

Pretest and Quality Control
In this study, various techniques were tried to guarantee the
quality of the data collected. Before the actual data collection,
the drafted interview tool was ultimately enhanced by pre-testing
on 5% of patients (22 patients) at dispensary unit of Jugel
Hospital which is found in the same town. Following certain
amendments based on the pretest data, the data collection tool
was employed for the actual data gathering. The data collection
was conducted by two pharmacists who had been vividly trained
about the purpose and method of data collection. The data
collectors handled the interview process while also checking
the responses provided immediately after completing every
interview. Consistency of the questionnaire was maintained
by translating English language into local languages (Afan
Oromo and Amharic). These local language contents of the
tool were back translated into English to ensure consistency
of the translations. At every interview, each patient was also
well informed about the goal of the study while simultaneously
addressing the importance of replying to all the inquiries
sincerely as well. Finally, the completeness of each datum was
ensured daily by the investigators and comments were provided
to the data collectors accordingly.

Statistical Analysis
The data were coded for suitable entry into Epi-info Version
3.5.1 and exported to Statistical Package for Social Science
version 20.0 (IBM Statistics, Armonk NY, United States) for
statistical analysis. Socio-demographics characteristics, patient-
dispenser communication and interaction parameters, and exit-
knowledge level of patients about the dispensed medication(s)
were summarized by using frequency and percentages (univariate
analyses). Potential variables with p< 0.2 by Pearson chi-squared
test (χ2) were retained for subsequent consideration in binary
logistic regression analysis. Finally, variables retained after the
χ
2 test were regressed against the knowledge status of patients.

Accordingly, age, place of residence, primary language spoken
by the patient, frequency of pharmacy visit within the last 6
months, patient’s perception about dispenser’s politeness during
counseling process, and perceived interaction status between
patient and dispenser were the key variables considered for
both bivariate and multivariate regression against the outcome
variable. Significant association was declared at p< 0.05 and 95%
confidence level.

Ethical Consideration
Study approval and ethical clearance was sought and received
from Haramaya University, College of Health and Medical
Sciences, School of Pharmacy. A clearance letter was also
obtained from the College of Health and Medical Sciences
with reference number C/A/R/D/01/1611/16 for conducting this
research in FHPH. Official permission was then received from
hospital administrator to start the study. Voluntary, informed,
written and signed consent was also obtained from every study
participant after the purpose of the study was introduced to
him/her prior to conducting actual interview. Confidentiality of
the collected data was maintained in such a way that the data
collection tool was kept anonymous.

RESULTS

A total of 422 patients were included in the study. More than half
of the patients were in age range between years 19 and 39 (57.8%),
were married (70.6%), were Orthodox Christian (48.6%), had
finished secondary levels of education (41.2%), belonged to
the Oromo (41.9%) and Amhara (37.2%) ethnic groups, were
Amharic language speakers (65.9%) and were urban dwellers
(83.9%). Similarly, about three-fourth (74.2%) and two-thirds
(65.6%) of the patients were more frequent visitors of pharmacy
and were comfortable with the waiting facility of the dispensary
unit, respectively. Moreover, at least two-thirds of the patients
perceived about their interaction with dispensers as promising.
Accordingly, the patients thought that their interaction with
dispensers was encouraging in terms of ascent of dispensers
(87.2%), manner of dispensers (82%), guidance of dispensers
(79.4%), and communication of dispensers (68.2%) (Table 1).

At exit from the dispensary unit, study patients were assessed
whether they had the required information of the medication
they received as summarized in Table 2. As per the result, at least
more than half of the patients recalled the required information
related to their the medication frequency of use (82.9%), route
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TABLE 1 | Socio-demographics and perceived communication status of study

participants at FHPH, Harar, February-April, 2016.

Characteristics Frequency (%)

Sex

Male 215 (50.9)

Female 207 (49.1)

Age (years)

≤18 13 (3.1)

19–39 244 (57.8)

40–59 126 (29.9)

≥60 39 (9.2)

Marital status

Single 90 (21.3)

Married 298 (70.6)

Divorced 13 (3.1)

Widowed 19 (4.5)

Separated 2 (0.5)

Religion

Muslim 148 (35.1)

Orthodox 205 (48.6)

Protestant 68 (16.1)

Catholic 1 (0.2)

Occupation

Farmer 5 (1.2)

Government employee 200 (47.4)

Merchant 56 (13.3)

Laborer 14 (3.3)

Private employee 28 (6.6)

Student 43 (10.2)

Housewife 48 (11.4)

Retirement 28 (6.6)

Educational status

Illiterate 25 (5.9)

Can read and write 32 (7.6)

Primary 121 (28.7)

Secondary 174 (41.2)

Tertiary 70 (16.6)

Ethnicity

Oromo 177 (41.9)

Harari 44 (10.9)

Amhara 157 (37.2)

Tigrie 27 (6.4)

Somali 10 (2.4)

Other* 7 (1.7)

Place of residence

Urban 354 (83.9)

Rural 68 (16.1)

Frequency of dispensary unit visit in the last 6 months

First time 24 (5.7)

Second time 85 (20.1)

Repeated times 313 (74.2)

Primary language of communication by patient

Amharic 278 (65.9)

(Continued)

TABLE 1 | Continued

Characteristics Frequency (%)

Oromo 118 (28.0)

Adarigna 19 (4.5)

Tigirigna 7 (1.7)

Perceived communication ranked by the patient

Poor 30 (7.1)

Fair 104 (24.6)

Good 288 (68.2)

Perceived ascent status of the dispenser

Clear 368 (87.2)

Not clear 54 (12.8)

Perceived comfort of waiting area

Not suitable 73 (17.3)

Fairly suitable 72 (17.1)

Suitable 277 (65.6)

Perceived politeness of the dispenser

Impolite 27 (6.4)

Fairly polite 49 (11.6)

Polite 346 (82.0)

Perceived clarity of the dispenser’s guidance

Not clear 39 (9.2)

Fairly clear 48 (11.4)

Clear 335 (79.4)

Perceived sufficiency of the dispenser’ information

Not enough 115 (27.3)

Don’t know 34 (8.1)

Enough 273 (64.7)

Asterisk (*) stands for Gurage, Sidama, and Argoba. FHPH, Federal Harar Police Hospital.

of administration (82.5%), direction of use (72.3%), expected
therapeutic outcome (63%), storage conditions (54.9%), and drug
interaction (54.7%). Contrary to these, only 37.2, 33.4 and 28.7%
of the patients were able to remember name of the medication,
potential toxicities, and actions taken in cases of forgotten
doses, respectively. Generally, only 38.6% of the patients fulfilled
the predefined criteria and hence considered to have adequate
knowledge (Table 2).

On binary logistic regression analysis, several variables were
found to have association with patients’ knowledge of how to
use their dispensed drugs (Table 3). Accordingly, patients who
thought the manner of dispenser as fairly positive (crude odds
ratio [COR], 4.31; 95% CI, 1.29–14.36) or positive (COR, 3.81;
95% CI, 1.29–11.27) had more understanding of the drug (s) they
received from pharmacy. Multivariate analysis also revealed a
similar finding to the above bivariate analysis and patients who
thought manner of the dispenser as positive had more odds of
understanding for dispensed drug (s) (adjusted odds ratio [AOR],
4.62; 95% CI, 1.48–14.4) compared to patients who thought
manner of the dispenser as negative. Furthermore, patients who
were in the age range between years 19 and 39 (AOR: 5.0;
95% CI: 1.04–24.2) had more likelihood of understanding of the
drug(s) they received compared to patients aged ≤ 18 years.
Nevertheless, a significantly reduced exit knowledge about the
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TABLE 2 | Knowledge status of patients about their dispensed drugs at exit of

pharmacy of FHPH, February-April, 2016 (n = 422).

Patient’s knowledge status (recalling capability) Frequency (%)

Name of medication(s) dispensed

No 265 (62.8)

Yes 157 (37.2)

Medication’s indication

No 155 (36.7)

Yes 267 (63.3)

Route of administration

No 74 (17.5)

Yes 348 (82.5)

Duration of therapy

No 199 (47.2)

Yes 223 (52.8)

Medication’s frequency

No 72 (17.1)

Yes 350 (82.9)

Drug interaction

No 191 (45.3)

Yes 231 (54.7)

Common potential toxicities

No 281 (66.6)

Yes 141 (33.4)

Direction on how to use medication

No 117 (27.7)

Yes 305 (72.3)

Actions taken for forgotten dosage

No 301 (71.3)

Yes 121 (28.7)

Appropriate handling of the received drug

No 191 (45.4)

Yes 231 (54.7)

Medication’s label

No 138 (32.7)

Yes 284 (67.3)

Expected therapeutic outcome

No 156 (37.0)

Yes 284 (63.0)

Average sufficiency of the awareness

Sufficient (at least two-thirds of correct answers) 163 (38.6)

Not sufficient (less than two-thirds of correct answers) 259 (61.4)

FHPH, Federal Harar Police Hospital.

dispensed drug(s) was noted among patients who spoke Afan
Oromo (AOR: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.35–0.95) and who were rural
residents (AOR, 0.48; 95% CI, 0.25–0.90) compared to patients
who spoke Amharic and who were urban residents, respectively
(Table 3).

DISCUSSION

This study generally included 422 patient attendees in the FHPH
during the study period. The overall exit-knowledge of patients

can be affected by a multitude of factors. Among which, this
study mainly emphasized on patient and dispenser related factors
that may possibly affect the exit-knowledge of dispensed drugs.
Binary logistic regression was applied to show whether there is
a statistically significant association between the exit- knowledge
of patients with several predictor variables including residence of
patients, age, the type of language they primarily spoke, perceived
politeness of the dispensers, frequency of hospital pharmacy visits
and the nature of dispenser-patient interactions.

In this study, 89.2, 82.5, 72.3, 63, 54.9, and 54.7% of patients
recalled frequency of medication, route of administration,
medication instruction, expected therapeutic outcome, proper
storage conditions, and drug interactions, respectively. However,
less than half of the patients (37.2, 33.4, and 28.7%) were able
to recall the name of the medication, the major side effects,
and actions taken in cases of missed doses, respectively. Overall,
less than half (38.6%) of the ambulatory patients met the pre-
defined criteria of exit knowledge about dispensed drugs. In
relation with this finding, study conducted at rural Gambia
showed that following an interview on exit knowledge of
dispensed drugs, 60.4, 5.4, and 17.2% patients correctly recalled
the drug dosage, the duration of treatment, and the purpose
of treatment, respectively. Overall, 16.1% of patients’ responses
met the predefined criteria for ‘good’ level of exit knowledge of
dispensed drugs (14). Similarly, a research conducted at Jimma
University Specialized Hospital showed that the mean patients’
exit knowledge score was found to be 3.7 out of 7. Routes
of administration (100.0%), dose (96.1%), frequency (95.5%),
indication (89.3%), duration of therapy (49.6%), and the name of
medicine (15.1%) were recalled among the dispensed drugs (15).

In this study, the multivariate analysis indicated that
statistically significant exit knowledge of dispensed drugs was
observed in patients whose age was within 19–39 years compared
to patients aged ≤18 years [AOR = 5.0; 95% CI: 1.04–24.2]. In
agreement to our study, a study conducted in outpatient settings
revealed that being adult and older age were associated with
higher levels of exit knowledge compared to younger patients
(p < 0.05) (16). Furthermore, another study indicated that older
patients were generally more satisfied with the consultations
given by dispensers, having greater exit knowledge of dispensed
drugs as well (14, 17). On the other end, a contradictory finding
was also reported by Marks et al. (18) in which the medication
knowledge score was affected positively by younger age. Besides,
a study done by Kerzman et al. (19) has also reported another
findings stating that there was no statistically significant effect of
age on medication knowledge of patients.

Residence of patients can also affect the exit knowledge of
ambulatory patients about their dispensed medication(s). The
knowledge of dispensed drugs was significantly decreased among
patients who were rural residents compared to those who were
urban dwellers. In concordant to the present finding, a study
conducted at Shambu primary hospital, southwest Ethiopia
indicated that misunderstanding of dosage regimen instructions
was significantly associated with residence. Those patients who
came from rural residence were more likely to misunderstand
instructions compared to urban dwellers (χ2

= 13.8, p < 0.001)
(20).
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TABLE 3 | Regression analysis for factors associated with knowledge of patients for dispensed drugs at dispensary unit of FHPH, Harar, February-April, 2016.

Variable COR [95% CI] P-values AOR [95% CI] P-values

Age (years)

≤18 1 1

19–39 4.2 [0.92–19.46] 0.065 5.0 [1.04–24.2] 0.045*

40–59 2.2 [0.46–10.42] 0.32 2.24 [0.45–11.1] 0.32

≥60 5.2 [1.02–26.72] 0.047 4.36 [0.84–23.8] 0.08

Residence

Urban 1 1

Rural 0.43 [0.24–0.80] 0.006 0.48 [0.25–0.90] 0.02*

Primary language the patient spoke

Amharic 1 1

Oromo 0.60 [0.38–0.95] 0.03 0.58 [0.35–0.95] 0.03*

Adarigna 1.26 [0.49–3.19] 0.63 1.12 [0.41–3.02] 0.82

Tigirigna 0.93 [0.15–5.66] 0.94 0.89 [0.13–5.97] 0.90

Perceived politeness of the dispenser

Negative 1 1

Fairly positive 4.31 [1.29–14.36] 0.017 1.71 [0.68–4.32] 0.55

Positive 3.81 [1.29–11.27] 0.015 4.62 [1.48–14.4] 0.008*

Frequency of dispensary visit in the last 6 months

First time 1 1

Second time 2.0 [0.72–5.55] 0.18 2.36 [0.78–7.08] 0.12

Repeated visit 1.94 [0.75–5.03] 0.17 1.70 [0.61–4.71] 0.30

Perceived interaction of patient with dispenser

Poor 1 1

Fair 1.52 [0.61–3.75] 0.36 1.38 [0.52–3.68] 0.52

Good 1.90 [0.82–4.43] 0.13 1.71 [0.68–4.32] 0.25

Asterisk (*) shows statistical significance. CI, confidence interval; FHPH, Federal Harar Police Hospital.

Regarding the barrier for effective communication between
pharmacists and patients in outpatient settings, language barrier
is one of the most important but often overlooked barriers in
area of clinical settings. In the present study, the knowledge
of dispensed drugs was significantly decreased among patients
who were Afan Oromo speakers (AOR: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.35–
0.95) compared to those patients who were Amharic speakers.
There are several literatures that stand for supporting the present
finding. Generally, communication has been recognized as a
huge potential barrier in healthcare provider- patient interaction
and there is evidence of interference from psychosocial, cultural
and linguistic barriers. The way and the language in which the
healthcare provider communicates and the patient understands
are very critical since poor communication may lead to non-
adherence tomedicines (21). Some patientsmay showmotivation
to adhere with the prescribed medications; however, fail to
do so because of misunderstanding associated with several
factors including low literacy level and language barriers which
are essential factors for unintentional non-adherence (22).
Language barriers between pharmacist-patient communications
may lead to diminished patient satisfaction with treatment; lower
understanding of medication counseling; reduced adherence
to prescribed medications; fewer follow-up visits; and poorer
treatment outcomes. (23–26). Similarly, good communication
facilitates the counseling process and results in more appropriate
treatment regimens and better patient compliance. Moreover,

good communication also benefits the healthcare system as a
whole by making it more efficient and cost-effective (27).

Looking at perceived interaction status of patients with
pharmacist, in spite of statistically insignificant association, there
is an increasing trends of exit knowledge level of ambulatory
patients when the perceived interaction become stronger.
Accordingly, patients who perceived their interaction as good
and fair have 1.71 and 1.38 times more odds of exit knowledge of
dispensed drugs, respectively, compared to those who perceived
the patient-pharmacist interaction as poor. Supporting this
study, another study showed that there was a close correlation
between patients’ knowledge of dispensed drugs and pharmacist
interaction (r = 0.95) with the patient. The interaction between
dispensers and patients increases exit knowledge of dispensed
medicines and it was reported that written directions are very
useful when they are supplemented by an oral explanation.
The most effective tasks in promoting the pharmacist–patient
interaction were obtaining patients’ history and provision of
verbal instruction. Besides, eye contact was significantly related
to patient perceptions of clinician empathy and connectedness
(28–30). However, very short dispensing time was considered as
a major factor for inadequate provision of medication counseling
and hence results in poor exit knowledge of patients about their
dispensed drugs (31). On the top of this, dispensers can undergo
interactive communication and provision of instructions by
actively involving the patients in their own health. Since patients
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forget more than half of the information delivered to them via
oral communication immediately after they hear it, strategies
aimed at improving patients’ recall of medical instructions must
be used to assist patients with their prescribed medications
(22). Another study also emphasized that pharmacists still have
a way to go to fully address patients’ healthcare demands,
particularly in culturally diverse settings (32–34). One report
indicated that among patients with chronic conditions who came
for medication refills, 41.8% believed that, although they needed
counseling, it was not provided by the pharmacist (17).

Coming to the perceived politeness of pharmacist,
multivariate analyses revealed a statistically significant
association between the politeness of pharmacist and patients’
knowledge about dispensed drugs. That is, patients who
perceived the behavior of pharmacist as polite had 4.62 times
more odds of the exit knowledge of dispensed drugs compared
to those who perceived the pharmacist behavior as impolite. On
this side, there have been some research findings and hypothesis
supporting the present study. It is important that dispensers
establish a positive, supportive and trusting relationship with the
patient. One must adopt a friendly rather than a business-like
attitude toward the patients he/she serves (35). Furthermore,
the existence of optimum and positive interaction that can be
achieved between pharmacists and their patients has been shown
to originate from the pharmacists’ communication skill and use
of motivational conversation (36, 37).

Regarding the frequency of outpatient pharmacy visits,
despite statistically insignificant association, patients who had
experiences of second or repeated visits to the hospital pharmacy
had increased odds of the exit knowledge of dispensed drugs.
Consistent to the present finding, previous counseling was
positively linked to the medication knowledge (P < 0.05). About
87.8–97.6% of patients who received the previous counseling
showed good to excellent recognition of medication knowledge
of their indications (16).

Limitation of the Study
This study was not without potential limitations. The authors
tried to assess the exit knowledge status of ambulatory patients
about dispensed drugs. However, the exit knowledge status was
highly subjective to the information retention and recall ability
of each patient. This subjective nature of the data could result
into an underestimation of the knowledge measurement. This
measurement, therefore, considered only those patients who
received less than or equal to three drugs from the outpatient
pharmacy to assess the exit knowledge of the ambulatory patients
since drug information retention ability of the patients was

thought to be affected by the number of drugs dispensed to
them. On top of these limitations, patients who responded at
least two-thirds of the knowledge questions were considered
knowledgeable for the dispensed drugs, and this might have

also resulted into underestimation of the exit knowledge status.
Hence, any interpretation of the findings in this study should be
done in consideration of the aforementioned limitations.

CONCLUSION

The present study found that less than half of the patients met the
defined criteria for adequate exit knowledge and various factors
related to patient and dispenser affected the exit knowledge of
patients on how to use dispensed drugs. The exit knowledge
was significantly increased among patients at early adulthood.
Perceived politeness of dispensers by patients was also found to
have statistically significant association with the exit knowledge.
However, the exit knowledge was significantly decreased
among patients who were rural residents and were Afan
Oromo speakers. Therefore, increasing educational coverage and
standards targeting the rural community and improving multi-
cultural communication skill based trainings for dispensers will
likely optimize patient–dispenser communication, which in turn
will improve the exit knowledge of patients about medications
dispensed to them.
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